**Prefixes!**

**What is a prefix?**
A prefix is a group of letters added to the beginning of a root word.

**What is a root word?**
The root of the word is the main part of the word.

**Prefix + Root = New Word**
Create a new word with a new meaning!

**Prefix: Re**
Meaning: Repeat or to do again

**Root Word: Pay**
Meaning: Something given in return for work or service

**Re + Pay = Repay**
Meaning: To pay again or to return a favor

**Examples:**
- **Un:** Not, opposite
- **Dis:** Not, opposite
- **Pre:** Before
- **Un:** Not, opposite
- **Re:** Do again or repeat
- **Ex:** From, out, away
- **Non:** Not
- **Mis:** Not, Wrongly
- **Con or Com:** together, jointly, with